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ABSTRACT

EMERGENT WRITING PRACTICES FOR A KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM:
A HANDBOOK FOR KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS
by
Tori Lyn Brennan
March, 2003

A handbook has been developed to aid in the design of a kindergarten writing
program and/or to be used as a supplement to any existing kindergarten writing
curriculum. The handbook consists of four main content areas of discussion regarding
current writing practices used in a kindergarten writing curriculum: Writer's Workshop,
journals, partner writing, and parent involvement. Each section consists of a brief
definition of the term and five distinctive lesson plans implementing the above practices.
Current literature and research regarding the topic of young children's development in
writing were explored.
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Chapter One
Background of the Project
Overview

"Educators realize that young children learn to write by writing" (Tyler, 1994,
p.2). Therefore, providing the necessary writing time is of the utmost importance. Graves
(1996) suggested that students be permitted to write at least four times a week. Without
this consistency children never quite get the rhythm and style of writing. As Holbook
(1984) stated, "Any writing program is more likely to be successful if students are given
ample opportunity to write" (p. 1).
Statement ofthe Problem

The United States Department of Education Office of Educational Research and
Improvement conducted a study in 1993 and found that "many schools are unable to give
children sufficient instruction in writing" (p. 1). The study concluded that many of
America's children were becoming more and more frustrated and disgruntled with
writing as they continued in their education.
Sharing the same concern is Graves (1996) who stated that,
We rarely evaluate our programs to be sure they encourage all children to write
and propel the lifetime writers-kids who will always love to write and need to
write-to practice their craft. We must, however, because if children do not see
themselves as writers, chances are they won't use writing in their adult lives to
help them to think, clarify matters for themselves, rediscover a sunset, write
letters to the editor, or convince their bosses that a proposal is worth
consideration. (p. 26)
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Purpose

The primary purpose of this project was to develop a handbook of emergent
writing practices to be used in a kindergarten classroom. The project focuses on the
following four writing practices: Writer's Workshop, Journals, Partner Writing, and
Parental Involvement outside the classroom with the use of a Writer's Briefcase. This
project reviewed current and past literature available regarding writing and found these
four areas to be documented as successful and effective writing practices. The lessons
and ideas generated from the project can serve as models for further materials constructed
by the author or readers of the text.
Significance

In doing this project, the author hoped to design a writing program which allows
kindergarten students to feel successful at writing. Children learn to write by writing.
Writing is a constructive and highly effective means of communication. As an educator,
the author taught writing skills and provided time daily for her students to practice
writing. By creating a risk-free learning atmosphere filled with various opportunities to
experiment with writing, the author hoped to see a significant personal growth in each
student's writing abilities. A considerable amount of information was researched in the
area of children and their development as writers; the author noted the four areas of
interest reappearing as successful means for teaching writing. These four areas are as
follows: Writer's Workshop, Journals, Partner Writing, and Parental Involvement.
Limitations of the Project

The lessons of this project were developed with the author's intention of being
used with Hilton Elementary (Zillah, WA) full-day kindergarten students. Some
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adaptation is necessary for use with older students. The focus of the project was on the
area of writing instruction, however some of the lessons could cross over into other areas
of kindergarten curriculum.
Definition ofTerms
In order to better understand the purpose of the project, the following terms are
defined:
Author's Chair. A special chair placed in the room. The students gather around it
at the end of Writer's Workshop and take turns sharing their stories with one another.
Questions and comments are permitted from the audience (Tyler, 1994).
Dialogue Journal. A journal in which two individuals (student-student or studentteacher, etc.) would write back and forth to one another on a subject (Weaver, 1994).
Essential Academic Learning Requirements. Washington State academic
standards developed for reading, writing, communication, math, science, social studies,
arts, and health and fitness. These standards are required to be met in the classroom to
measure both student and teacher performance (Commission on Student Leaming, 1998).
Learning Logs. Diaries or journals in which students place written responses to
any given subject, such as math or science (Weaver, 1994).
Literature Response Journals. Journal in which a student would respond to a
particular piece of literature, after he/she has completed the reading (Reif, 1995).
Mini-Lesson. The teacher models a whole group lesson on a skill or some aspect
of the writing process to reinforce or introduce a topic (Weaver, 1994).
Partner Writing. A sharing of the writing process and experience with peer
partners. This technique can, also, be applied with multi-grade levels. For example, a
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kindergarten student could be paired with a third grade student (fyler, 1994).

Writer's Briefcase. A literal briefcase filled with various art and writing supplies
(e.g. paper, pencils, markers, scissors, crayons, etc.). It is taken home each week by a
different individual student. TI1e student works with various members of his or her
family to write a story, which is then shared with the class upon its completion (Fisher,
1998).

Writer's Workshop. A structured period of time set aside daily when students are
encouraged to show their own literary expressions. It most often begins with a whole
group mini-lesson, followed by independent writing practice by the individual students,
and concluded with shared reading at the Author's Chair (Bunce-Crim, 1991).

Overview of the Remainder of the Project
Chapter Two is a review of the current literature available regarding the
instruction and application of various writing techniques within a primary elementary
classroom. It provides essential research, theory, and classroom practice that aided in the
development of the project. Chapter Three introduces the procedures undertaken and
elaborates on how the project is organized. Chapter Four consists of the project itself. It
includes a listing of previously known to be effective writing strategies, as well as
recommendations on how to best implement them in a kindergarten classroom. Chapter
Five is a summary of the project by the author. Personal recommendations regarding the
project's use in the classroom are presented here.

Chapter Two
Review of the Literature
Overview

The main target of this project was to design a handbook for kindergarten teachers
of emergent wiiting practices for a kindergarten classroom. In order to support this
project, a review of literature in the following five areas was conducted. The author
began by looking at the topic of writing in general. What is writing? The author then
focused attention on some of the characteristics of successful writing programs: what
traits are shown to be successful and effective in motivating kindergarten students to
write, time and time again? Lastly, the author looked at four of the more commonly used
practices in teaching writing to kindergarten students: Writer's Workshop, Journals,
Partner Writing, and Parental Involvement: how are they used in and out of the classroom
and are they successful at getting children to write?
Writing in General

"Writing is a natural language event in which transferring meaning is the
purpose" (Tyler, 1994, p. 7). It is practical, job related, stimulating, social, and
therapeutic (U.S. Department of Education, 1993). Further, writing is more than just the
physical act of transcribing words onto paper. "It is the final stage in the complex process
of communicating that begins with thinking" (U.S. Department of Education, 1993, p. 1).
Because reading and writing are cognitive processes, the theories of Piaget and Vygotsky
are relevant to the discussion of emergent literacy and help explain the formation of
concepts by young children (Sulzby, 1992).
Emergent reading and writing is partly discovered; children construct their own
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ideas about literacy as they actively participate in literacy activities (Piaget).
Emergent literacy is, also, based on behaviors modeled and supported by adults
(Vygotsky) that encourage children to change and refine their own ideas to more
closely match conventional notions. (p. 51)
Holdaway (1979) stated that it is an error to see reading and writing as isolated
from language and the spoken culture or from listening and speaking. In his "Shared
Book Experience" method, one of the major principles is the insight for beginning
readers and writers that written language, or "print, is a stable, word by word record of
language" (p. 108). By experiencing this "talk written down" in the form of picture books
and other children's literature, children are able to begin their own writing-like behavior
that will be significant to each child because they will understand that print carries a
message.
This is a common concept shared by Kamii, Manning, and Manning (1991) in
their constructivist model ofliteracy. They state that, "Reading and writing, along with
speaking and listening, are understood as facets oflanguage learning, and reading itself is
increasingly understood as the ability to get meaning from print (rather than the ability to
decode print into sound" (p. 130). When children begin to find this meaning, they are
able to use the knowledge in a broad sense based on what they have been constructing
since they were born (Kamii, et al., 1991 ). This developmental idea is key to the concept
of writing and reading, negating the old concept that children were not able to read or
write until they reached a certain age and that certain readiness skills needed to be taught
before reading and writing could occur (Fisher, 1998).
In a longitudinal study in kindergarten with reading and writing tasks, Manning &
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Kamii (2000) researched whole language versus isolated phonics instruction. Thi1ty-eight
kindergartners were individually interviewed with reading and writing task in September,
November, January, March, and May. "The interviews consisted of two parts- one in
which the children were asked to write eight words, and a second part in which they were
asked to read two to four sentences" (p. 55). After a brief conversation with the
researcher, the child was given a blank sheet of paper and asked to write his or her name
on it. The interviewer said each word one at a time and asked the child to write it. The
shorter of the two words was always given first. Each child's spelling was categorized
later by the two authors according to the following criteria:
•

Level 0. The child draws pictures or writes invented squiggles.

•

Level 1. The child writes strings ofletters of various lengths.

•

Level 2. The child writes all the words with a fixed number ofletters, usually
a minimum of three letters and a maximum of five letters.

•

Level 2Y. The child writes more letters unconventionally for the longer of
each pair of words.

•

Level 3. The child begins to write with invented spelling, based on
consonants.

•

Level 4. The child begins to use vowels as well as consonants. (p. 57)

Half of the children received phonics instruction, in isolation, from a teacher who
identified herself as a phonics teacher. The other half received phonics instruction, in
context, from a teacher who identified herself as a whole language teacher. "It was found
that the whole language group made more progress in both reading and writing, with no
evidence of regression or confusion as the year progressed" (p. 64).
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Hudelson (1989) stated that early on children learn to make sense oflanguage.
They form opinions and make predictions about how language works. These ideas are
displayed in each individual child's writing, evidence that every child's approach to
writing is different. Like reading, writing develops gradually toward what we, as adults
consider "correct." Maehr (1989) stated,
Just as your child was not bom speaking fluently, he/she cannot be expected to
immediately master written language. Indeed, writing progresses through stages,
the earliest of which may seem immature or "scribble like." With time and
opportunities for practice, the child's writing will become increasingly "adult" in
its form. Teachers and parents should not dwell upon perfect formation ofletters
or numerals since letter formation is largely determined by the child's small
muscle control and hand/eye coordination. (p. 4)
As the child's view oflanguage grows and changes, so too does the child's literacy style.
This change can largely be affected by the classroom environment, as well as a student's
own cultural diversity. As children continue to develop as writers they use writing to
carry out activities that are meaningful to them (Maehr, 1989).
The actual process of learning how to write starts early in life; in fact it begins
during infancy (Maehr, 1989). Babies are immersed in the language that they are
expected to learn. They hear family members conversing, the TV and radio,
conversations in the grocery store, telephone conversations, and people talking to them.
The kindergartner lives in a world of print and flashing words. Sesame Street,

The Magic School Bus, and Saturday morning cartoons are just three of the
constant factors in the lives of the majority of pre-first graders. As these children

(
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sit for hours immersed in television, a large number of words and phrases shown
on the screen become a part of their early education. In an automobile, they learn
to recognize and read Texaco, McDonalds, STOP, etc., with no difficulty
whatsoever. At breakfast, they point to words on a favorite cereal box and want to
know what they mean. The day of the nonreader in kindergarten will soon pass, if
it is not already gone. (Adan1s, 1995, p. 3)
Almost without exception, young children want to learn to read and write.
Kindergartners equate these skills with a natural part of their inheritance and approach
them as a form of play. They are eager and ready to read and write (Nicholls, 1989). The
kindergarten and/or the home is the place to encourage the desire of young children who
want to learn, not to turn off that desire or delay it. Maehr (1989) stated that, "The
positive oral and written language experiences children have at home, daycare, preschool,
and kindergarten contribute to the developing capacity to communicate in writing" (p. 2).
Scarbourgh, Dobrich, & Hager (1991) conducted a study to examine the
relationship between preschool literacy experience and later reading achievement. The 56
preschool participants were normal-achieving students who came from low-income
families and were studied from preschool to second grade. Scarborough et al. (1991)
examined the relationship of preschool development to later school accomplishment
using parental reports about literacy activities in children's homes during their preschool
years and assessments of reading achievement. They found that by the time poor readers
entered school they had accumulated substantially less experience with books and
reading than those who became better readers.
Kindergarten provides an opportunity for teachers to help students read and write
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at a time when they judge success based not on what others can do, but on what they can
do (Nicholls, 1989). Children often will begin their writing careers with simple pictures.
Calkins' study (cited in Manning, Manning, & Morrison, 1995) found that many young
children write before or after they draw, as a way to rehearse what they will write.
A report produced by the U.S. Department of Education in 1993 revealed that
parents who encouraged their children to communicate through drawings helped in their
development on written language. Furthennore, the department suggested that parents ask
questions which would encourage their children to continue in the writing process.
Calkins (1986), who has found similar results, stated, "the act of drawing and the picture
itself both provide a supportive scaffolding within which the piece of writing can be
constructed" (p. 50).
Likewise, Genishi, Stires, & Yung-Chan (2001) stated that,
As the student's knowledge of alphabetic symbols increase, he writes for himself
and relates it to their drawing. It is then that he begins to recognize the power and
meaning in their writing. Those involved will observe the excitement the student
feels when he write his name, the collection of signs that holds the greatest
relevance for them, even if they only write the first letter. Later, the student may
write a friend's name or the label for an object using letter-like forms or random
letters, but it all spells success as those involved in observing share the student's
accomplishments. (p. 407)
In a one-year study of 123 kindergartners, Sulzby, Barnhart, and Hiestima (1989)
examined children's emergent writing through direct observation. They found that
"Kindergarten children tend to use conventional or invented spelling to write short,
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familiar words, and to branch out to less mature-appearing forms when asked to write
sentences, and to branch out to even less mature-appearing forms when asked to write
stories or other pieces of connected discourse" (p. 33). At the beginning of the school
year, the kindergartners tended to use scribbling and other low-level writing forms (such
as drawing, random letter strings, and scribble writing). Surprisingly, the researchers
found that as the year progressed, the children continued to use low-level writing forms.
Few children were using invented spelling by the year's end.
Although the children continued to use scribble writing throughout the year for
many writing tasks, the way they read their stories showed literacy growth. As the year
progressed, the complexity of children's rereadings from their writing increased. Sulzby,
et al(l 989) noted, "The forms ofrereading from emergent forms of writing were found to
parallel the emergent ways that children read from favorite storybooks to a greater degree
than we had expected"(p.45). Based on their findings, the researchers made some
suggestions for classroom teachers:
First, teachers should not expect that most of their kindergarten children will use
invented spelling in connected discourse. Second, the appearance of invented
spelling is not necessarily the turning point in a child's writing development.
Third, teachers should not expect that children who use invented spelling will be
able to read from it in a conventional way immediately. Finally, children who
write using low-level writing forms may actually be quite advanced in their
literacy development. (p. 62)
Maehr (1989) noted that most children were not being encouraged to write until
after they had become readers and masters in mechanics of the English language.
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However, Maehr went on to report that,
Recent studies in emergent literacy, the early stages oflearning to write and read,
have shown that young children compose before they know much about the
conventions of writing and reading or have the skill to control the formation of
letters. (p. 3)
Educators agree that learning to write takes much more than instruction on letter
forms. It, also, takes more than simply setting up a writing center in the classroom and
providing writing space. Instead, it takes an entire classroom designed to provide
opportunities to experiment with multiple modes of writing (Genishi, Stires, &YungChan, 2001 ). Furthermore, most experts feel that the growth and development of writing
is not a result of teacher instruction, but rather developed through the child's own
personal experiences with writing (Tyler, 1994). Bunce-Crim (1991) noted that reading
and writing are connected skills. In his words, "children who read become better writers;
viewing themselves as writers, they begin to read as authors" (p. 38).

Characteristics ofSuccessful Writing Programs
There are a number of contributing factors that appear to help in the development
of children's writing skills. First, "Educators recognize that young children learn to write
by writing" (Tyler, 1994, p. 2). Therefore, the more opportunities that children have to
practice the art of writing the greater chance they have at becoming successful (Holbook,
1984; Tyler, 1994).
Secondly, create an environment where the student feels secure enough to take
risks. Fisher (1998) said,
Kindergarten is a time for children to expand their love of learning, their general
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knowledge, their ability to get along with others, and their interest in reaching out
to the world. While kindergarten marks an important transition from preschool to
the primary grades, it is important that children still get to be children. (p. 3)
Getting kindergartners ready for elementary school does not mean substituting
academics for playtime, forcing children to master first grade skills, or relying on
standardized tests of children's success (Fisher, 1998).
"At this stage, children are already eager to learn and possess an innate curiosity.
Teachers with a strong background in early childhood education and child development
can best provide for children what they need to grow physically, emotionally, and
intellectually" (Nicholls, 1989, p. 2). "The environment should be structured so that
writing efforts produce positive reinforcement" (Tyler, 1994, p. 2). Tyler further went on
to say that, "A supportive atmosphere is a conducive learning environment in which a
child can experiment with written language" (p. 3).
Third, set up some sort of writing routine, such as a daily writer's workshop. This
appears to promote continuity in the writing process and allows the student to think and
plan ahead if necessary (Bunce-Crim, 1991 ). "When children write only a couple times a
week, in effect they are writing as if they are starting a blank page" (Graves, 1995, p. 34).
Phenix (1999) added that,
Each writing experience should teach something that can be used next
time ... students should be able to think and operate as writers. The more they
understand the process of writing, and how it can work for them, the better their
future products will be. (pp. 94-95)
Fourth, model the writing process for your students. Teachers must model
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different stages, from scribble to conventional writing, while also explaining that print is
like the writing in a book since adults have had many years to practice (Fisher 1998).
The students become very comfortable and proud of their writing because they know that
their stage of writing is acceptable; they know they are learning to be better writers by
practicing. Graves (1996) stated that modeling writing for your students is an effective
tool for creating lifelong writers. "When you write with students, they not only
understand why people write, but they use the skills you demonstrate in their own
writing" ( p. 27).
Lastly, provide the students with positive feedback and encourage them to take
chances in their writing (Maehr, 1989). Trust the students to come up with their own
ideas as they gain ownership and take responsibility for their learning. "When adults
respond positively to all efforts of written language, children learn that their decision to
take a risk with writing was worthwhile" (Maehr, 1989, p. 2).

Writer's Workshop
The term writer's workshop refers to an environment conceived to encourage
written expression (Bunce-Crim, 1991 ). A particular time is most often set aside on a
daily basis in which to conduct this routine. Writing flourishes best in a predictable
atmosphere (Graves, 1994). Graves went on to say that nothing can take the place of
writing everyday to establish classroom structure. Fisher (1998) added that, "Once
children get into the routine of daily writing, they develop ownership over their work.
They gain control over their writing when they can choose their own topic, paper, and
writing utensils" (p. 185).
A description of the classroom atmosphere during writer's workshop is given in
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the following statement by Bunce-Crim (1991). "In a workshop atmosphere, people share
what they do. Participants become teachers; teachers become participants. This give-andtake structure promotes independence and interdependence" (p. 37). In writer's workshop
the students are actively involved in the learning process. "If students are to become
writers, they must be active participants in the writing process, conversing with each
other, raising questions, making decisions and evaluating themselves" ( p. 38).
There are a number of tools, which together help make writer's workshop
functional. Miscellaneous types of paper, writing utensils, scissors, tape, glue, date stamp,
folders, and paper clips are just a few. These tools should be located at an easily
accessible place within the classroom, so as to allow free access for the students at any
time during the day.

In writer's workshop, the emphasis is on the writing process as a whole, which
includes prewriting, drafting, and revising (Holbook, 1984). "All lessons focus on the
process of writing and each child may be at a different point in the writing process at any
given time" (Baker, 1994, p. 372). The teacher serves as a model for writing. Teachers
must show themselves as writers and share their writing with their students. Only then
can they truly experience and understand that which they ask of their students (BunceCrim, 1991 ).
A portion of writer's workshop is set aside for students to share their work. Tius
is often done with the student sitting in the "Author's Chair," simply a chair set aside for
sharing purposes. "Allowing children to read their work from an author's chair
demonstrates their messages can be received and appreciated by others" (Tyler, 1994, p.
3). Tyler later goes on to say that, "Reading the product aloud to self and others provides
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a sense of ownership" (p. 6). Listening to one's peers speak about their writing can also
aid in the sharing of ideas and help to encourage risk taking (Tyler, 1994).

Journals
There are a number of different writing journals that a teacher can apply in his/her
classroom. Dialogue journals, literature journals, and learning logs are just a few of those
being used.
"A dialogue journal is, ordinarily, a journal in which student and teacher write
back and forth to one another" (Weaver, 1994, p. 98). During dialogue writing, children
and their teacher "share the pen" to create meaningful text. They take turns writing to one
another. Dialogue writing "may be about anything from news of the day, to a letter,
shopping list, or retelling of a familiar story" (Weaver, 1994, p. 99).
During dialogue writing, children become more aware of the details of letters,
sounds, and words while interacting with their teacher to write something that is
significant to them. This supportive, dynamic environment helps children focus
on the construction of their writing while feeling successful and involved. (Tyler,
1994, p. 6)
Not only does this allow the teacher and student to carry on a private
conversation, but it also promotes practice in the area of writing. Furthermore, Duffy (as
cited in Manning, Manning, & Morrison, 1995) found that a major advantage of dialogue
journals with young children is that they provide a permanent record of the student's
writing. Manning used the idea of dialogue journals to involve the parents of her students
in their writing development. She had her students write weekly letters home to their
parents regarding various events that had taken place in school that week. These letters
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were kept in a three-ring binder that they referred to as their "newsbook." The parents of
these children were encouraged to read and respond to their child's writing. Not only did
this provide incentive and a purpose for the child to write, but also allowed the parents to
share in their child's development as a writer. Furthermore, this provided an opportunity
for parents to become a role model for their child's writing.
Burke (as cited in Tyler, 1994), gives a comprehensive description of the
importance of dialogue journals,
Written conversation is a way to entice students into writing. The teacher and the
child take their turn writing responses to one another and read the responses aloud
as the production occurs. Written conversation is an activity which gives the
writer a purpose and audience for writing. It can serve as a strong motivational
activity for reluctant writers. Short conversations that are familiar and of interest
to the child will make writing seem almost impossible to avoid. (p. 9)
Literature response journals deal primarily with an assigned piece of literature.
When students have completed their assigned reading, they then respond to what they
have read in a journal. "The focus of their responses can go two different routes. It may
be their own personal feelings or thoughts about the literature, or sometimes it may
simply be a reply to questions asked by the teacher" (Reif, 1995, p. 14). Adding the
component of response to what they have read may encourage some writers to practice
skills which they have previously not applied to journal writing (Calkins, 1986). Most
often these journals become springboards from which in-depth literacy discussions can
take place.
Learning logs are merely diaries or journals in which students place written
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responses to any given subject, such as math or science. These journals can be used as a
form of debriefing. Simply, students can write down in their joumals what things they felt
were being emphasized in the !eaming process during the hour, day, or week depending
on how the teacher wishes for them to be used. The use of private journals for students
provides a creative outlet for their language that is authentic and individual (Weaver,
1994). Ashton-Wamer (1993) stated that "A child's writing is his own affair and is an
exercise in integration, which makes for better work"(p. 54). If a child is encouraged to
put down her own thoughts in writing, she is likely to value it more and is also more
likely to remember it and be able to read it the next day, or in the future. Ashton-Wamer
also introduced the idea of "Key Vocabulary" or "one-look" words; words that are so
important to the students that once they have been written and read one time, the words
will forever be part of their vocabulary.
Partner Writing

"Children are great motivators for other children and a cross-age literacy program
makes becoming literate a friendly, natural process as children work together" (DeRita,
Weaver, & Station, 1991, p. 248). They further stated that cross-age literacy programs
have been shown to benefit children of all ages. Partner writing can be done between
peers or with multi-age students. Having students work with one another in either
situation can be a powerful tool. Morrow (as cited in Tyler, 1994) found that children
leam about the writing process by observing and participating in literacy events involving
students of more skilled ability.
When children work with one another competition is not an issue, but rather it can
serve as an opening for children to support one another's efforts (Tyler, 1994). Writing
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can be used as an act of unity. Children who work together have a shared purpose and
have to find ways to work through differences that might arise (MacGillivray, 1994).
This process builds upon what children have learned from Writer's Workshop and
dialogue writing and increases participation in the act of writing (DeRita, et al., 1991 ).
Those involved in a cross-age literacy program found that participating children
grew in the areas of creative expression, editing, spelling, as well as showing an increase
in personal social skills and self-esteem (DeRita, et al., 1991 ). In the partner writing
activities, every child is given the opportunity to apply what he or she knows about
language and build on the prior knowledge (Tyler, 1994).
Bajtelsmit and Naab (1994) observed a first and fifth grade partner writing
experience. They had the following favorable comments to say about it.
With writing being modeled in such a personal way; first graders soon began
transferring some of the mechanics demonstrated into their own written work.
This move toward independent writing empowered first graders, while the fifth
graders gained a greater understanding of story framework, sense of audience and
a purpose for writing. (p. 93)

Parental Involvement
Getting parents involved in the education of their child is one of this country's
national educational goals (Wilcox, 1995). Wilcox further stated that many parents are
unaware of the degree of influence they actually have on the success of their child's
education. "Parents do not have to be published writers to be good models" ( p. l ).
"Children who are provided the opportunity to observe first-hand the value of reading
and writing are found to be greater prepared for the literary experience that they will
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encounter in school," (Dumas & Aldridge, 1995, p. 78). Dumas & Aldridge have a brief
list of suggestions for parents to adopt to foster writing at home:
•

Encourage your child to draw and write

•

Provide a variety of papers and writing utensils (pens, pencils, crayons,
markers, etc.)

•

Avoid being overly critical. While it is fine to help your child spell words, it
is unreasonable to insist upon correctness at this early stage.

•

Encourage your child to spell words "just how they sound" or "as best as you
can." These strategies actually support your child's emerging knowledge of
phonics and the relationship between sounds and symbols.

•

Encourage your child to read his/her writing to you. Acknowledge early
efforts as legitimate. (For example, instead of saying, "I can't read this. What
is this supposed to say?" try saying, "Read it to me! I love your effort in
writing!")

•

Encourage your child to use writing as he or she plays. Use writing to keep
score in a game or to create a shopping list as you play "house." (p. 80)

In 1993, the Office of Research: confamed the importance of Parental
Involvement by creating and making available to the public a handbook designed for
parents who wished to help their children in the area of writing. The handbook advised
parents to encourage their young children to begin the writing process by creating stories
through pictures. The study further listed the following suggestions for parents to
consider when working with their child in writing: Help in the clarification of past
personal events the child may wish to write about. Provide sufficient time for the child to
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write. Assign a writing task that provides real-life meaning for the child. Practice,
practice, and more practice. Teach your child how to revise and allow time for practice.
Provide a special place for your child to write and supply necessary materials. Respond to
your child's writing both verbally and in writing. Praise your child often.
Parents serve as excellent role models for writing (Reif, 1995). Reif further stated
that parents' role is to be supporters and encouragers of their child's writing. Such
support serves to enhance a child's self-confidence in their writing, which is the key
ingredient in writing success. In addition, a parent should help in the distribution of their
child's writing to larger audiences, such as local papers or children's publications. "The
most confidence boosting activity related to kids' writing is seeing their names in print"

(p. 14).
Ryan, a third grade teacher in Prescott, Arizona, designed an effective tool for
involving parents in their children's writing development. It is called the Family Writing
Backpack. It is a literal backpack filled with all the necessary writing materials needed
to produce a story. Ryan (1993) stated,
The goal of this activity is for each family member to contribute to an original
piece of writing by sharing ideas, illustrations, and writings. This has proven to

be one of the most enjoyable and valuable activities for my students and their
families. The backpack is supplied with an assortment of materials for each
family to use and is sent home on a weekly basis. (p. 8)
Ryan went on to report that the finished product can be celebrated in the
classroom in a variety of ways, either by the student him or herself, or with the assistance
of one or more family members. Furthermore, the student is encouraged to explain how
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the decision of the topic was reached and how his/her family went about completing the
writing process.
The Bee Meadow School in Hanover, New Jersey, developed a partnership with
students and parents in the writing process when they established the district's first
publishing center for children's writing. The school "envisioned it as a vehicle through
which students would become authors, illustrators, editors, and publishers of their own
writing, and as a way to involve students, teachers, and parents in the cooperative process
of book publishing" (Williams & Bellomo, 1995, p. 26). What the school discovered was
that not only was this a successful venture which produced, "more parent volunteers than
any other project had ... there was never a lack of stories to be published; in its first three
years of operation, the Busy Bee Press had published well over 3,000 books in a school
with a student population of 300" (p. 27). Last and perhaps the most significant part of
this partnership was how it helped excite, encourage, and substantiate the parents' role in
helping their children become writers.
Summary
Writing is what helps us to communicate our ideas, feelings, needs, wants, and
thoughts. A successful writing program shares the following conditions: children have the
opportunity to practice writing often; they feel secure taking risks; writing takes place
routinely, so as to provide the student with time for planning as well as to enhance
continuity; and the teacher actively models the writing process, and responds positively
to the student's efforts to write (Fisher, 1998).
Learning to write is developmental. Not all young students will learn to read at
the same time, just as they all did not walk at the same time. Similarly, not all young
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students come to school with the same language, background experiences, and literary
experiences that are a major factor in giving meaning to print. If the students are to be
successful as young writers, teachers need to be aware of the student's prior language and
literary experiences while, also, taking into account the different modalities in which
learning occurs (Nicholls, 1989).
Writing is a major focus of instruction in kindergarten, and writing activities take
up the majority of time in most classrooms. The kinds of writing activities children
encounter "represent to students what writing is, why it is important, and what it can do"
(Nolen, 2001, p. 96). For some students, the kindergarten classroom will be where "they
have their most extended experiences with the written word, whereas others also read and
write frequently with parents and family members" (p. 97). Nolen (2001 ), also, stated that
Writing skills may be valued because they help children communicate and receive
information that is important to them, or they may be important because higher
skills lead to more teacher praise or help students finish work more quickly and
move on to more interesting activities. (p. 96)
The construction of writing in kindergarten is an "ongoing and complex social
dance in which roles and activities are constantly negotiated among participants" (Nolen,
2001, p. 134). Writing might be a drawing, scribbling, writing random letters, or invented
spelling.
Writer's workshop is an environment which essentially fosters the above
mentioned characteristics. Journals are a way for the student to practice his/her writing
through direct communication and modeling from the teacher. Partner writing promotes
peer and multi-age modeling for the student. Lastly, parental involvement in the writing
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process helps to further build on what skills are formed and established at school.

Chapter Three
Procedures
The purpose of this project was to develop a handbook of emergent writing
practices to be used in a kindergarten classroom. After a considerable amount of research
was conducted using the search terms emergent writers, kindergarten and writing, and
emergent writing programs, the author found that there were four notable areas of interest
that kept reappearing as effective means for teaching writing. These four areas are as
follows: Writer's Workshop, Journals, Partner Writing, and Parental Involvement outside
the classroom with the use of a writer's briefcase. The project review of current and past
literature available regarding the topic of emergent writing in kindergartners was
conducted at Central Washington University, as well as analyzing personal teaching
experience with emergent writers as a kindergarten teacher. Lesson plans and mini
lessons cited in the project were designed to emphasize writing as a developmental
process which occurs over time with frequent experimentation with written language on
the part of the student.
The author developed a handbook, which is organized into the following sections:
1.

Writer's Workshop

2.

Journals

3.

Partner Writing

4.

Parental Involvement

The author produced a sampling of five lesson plans for each section of the
project. Each lesson plan or mini lesson contains the following items:
1.

Essential Academic Learning Requirement (EALR) (Commission on
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Student Leaming, 1998)
2.

Lesson o~jective

3.

A brief introduction

4.

A list of materials needed to complete the task assigned.

5.

An outline of how instruction should take place.

The author utilized literature and personal experience as a kindergarten teacher to
create the lesson plans appropriate for teaching young children how to develop as writers.
The lesson plans referenced in the handbook were chosen on the basis of the author's
understanding of student need, interest level, and developmental status.
The lesson plans created for the handbook are located in Chapter Four
and recommendations for their implementation are found in Chapter Five of the Project.

Chapter Four
The Project
The author, using literature and personal experiences, developed a handbook of
emergent writing practices to be used in a kindergarten classroom. The handbook
consists of four main components in the area of writing, which are as follows: Writer's
Workshop, Journals, Partner Writing, and Parental Involvement. Five lesson plans were
written in each of the previously mentioned content areas. The completed handbook can
be found in this chapter.
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Kin erg rten
an
ritin ·
A Handbook of Writing Practices

for a Kindergarten Classroom

Creoted by:
f ori l. Brennan

I dedicate this handbook to rny patient h1.1sband and
da1.1ghter who have waited for rne. to "corne horne" these
past two years as I have been working on rny Masters
degree. Well, rnornrny is corning horner
! love yo1.1 both!

Dear Kindergarten fe.ache.r,
fhank you for your interest in kindergarten writing
practices. As you re.ad through this handbook, keep in tnind
that the lessons can be. itnp\e.tne.nted whenever necessary.
fhey do not need to be. taught together, as you can "pick
and choose", as what you feel are the needs for your
kinde.rgartners.
However, it is tny intent that the. first three lesson
plans found in the are.a of Write.r's Workshop be used in
sue.cession with one. another in order to ere.ate a healthy
classrootn environtnent for writing, as we.II as to construct a
good foundation for future classrootn 1nanage.1ne.nt. With
the. exception of these. few, all other lessons tnay stand on
their own 1nerits and be taught according to teacher need
or pre.fe.renc.e.
It is tny hope that this handbook wm provide. you and
other kindergarten teachers a strong foundation of writing
practices that can be. used for e.tnerge.nt write.rs. I truly
believe kindergartne.rs can write with a little guidance. and
the right instruction.
Again, thank you for your interest in kindergarten
writing practices. If yo1.1 are interested in 1nore. reso1.1rc.e.s
on e.1ne.rge.nt writing practices in kindergarten, please
check out the Resources section at the back of the.
handbook.
Enjoy and keep writing in kindergarten!
Kindly,
f ori l. Brennan
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Characteristics of Effective
Writing Programs
1here is a nt.imber of contrib1Jting factors that appear to help in the
development of children's writing skills. Below is a small collection of
characteristics that you may want to adopt to create a suc.cessful writing
program in your classroom.
•

Create rnore opporh,nlties for children to practice the art of writing.

•

Create an environment where the student feels secure enough to take risks.
~indergarten Is a tune for chftdren to expand their love of learning, their
general knowledge, their ability to get along with others, and their interest in
reaching out to the world. While kindergarten marks an unportant transition
frorn preschool to the prunary grades, It is unportant that chndren stm get to
be chHdren.

•

5et up some sort of writing routine, such as a dally writer's workshop. 1his
appears to prornote continuity in the writing process and allows the student
to think and plan ahead if necessary. When children write only a couple
tunes a week, in effect they are writing as if they are starting a blank page.

•

Model the writing process for your students. 1eachers rnust rnodel different
stages, frorn scribble to conventional writing, while also explaining that print
is Uke the writing In a book since adults have had many years to practice.
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fhe st1.1dents become very comfortable and pro1.1d of their writing beca1.1se
they know that their stage of writing is acceptable; they know they are
learning to be better writers by practicing.
•

Provide the st1.1dents with positive feedback and enco1.1rage thern to take
chances In their writing. fr1.1st the st1.1dents to corne lip with their own ideas
as they gain ownership and take responsibility for their \earning.
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Prewriting Ideas
look
Paying attention to the world aro1.tnd helps sfodents to look tho1.t9htf1.tlly at
people, obJec.ts, and sit1.tations. Whether st1.tdents are looking at a pict1.tre book,
drawing, or noticing objects in the classroom, ask ql!estions that pl!sh st1.tdents
to notice details. Ask how many, what color, what kind, and so on.
1'hinking
"Ah-ha"-- the S01.tnd of discovery, is a great tool for writing. Celebrate good
idec;1s. observations, and creative ideas that c.hi\dren share in any context. Point
01.tt examples of c.aref1.tl thinking thro1.t9ho1.tt the day and school year! EXERCISE

YOllR BRAINS!
1'alking
Stress the importance of sharing ideas 01.tt loud and of being polite Usteners
whi\e others are talking. Create an a1.tdience when someone is talking, as this
wm help foster a positive learning environment where every student feels
comfortable.
Listening
Create a system of gathering the st1.tdents' attention, as in a hand signal or c.1.te.
fry whispering to demonstrate that when it is very q1.tlet, it is not necessary to
raise one's voice. Consider a whispering day to reinforce the power of qlliet.
1'alk abo1.tt important so1.tnds - alarms, horns, and so on. ralk about how so1.tnds
affect feelings - soothing ml!sic, annoying m1.tsic, etc..
Sharing
Have a str1.tc.t1.tre for sharing that always honors the speaker. Enco1.trage showand-tell.
Doing
Ac.ting things 01.tt excites st1.tdents. fhey can act 01.tt words, feelings, stories,
and so on. Early writers may need to act 01.tt what they ore trying to express If
they don't yet hove the voc.ab1.tlary they need.
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What is
Writer's Workshop?
Writer's Workshop is a struch.ired period of time set
aside daily, where students are encouraged to show
their own literary expression. It most often begins
with a whole-group mini-lesson, followed by
independent writing by the students, and concluded
with shared reading at the Author's Chair.

• Mini-lesson
• Writing folders
• Author's chair
• PubUshing

Writer's Workshop
Lesson #I
Rllles and Procedures
Essential Acaden,ic Leaming Reqwren,ent:

Writing I.I, 1.:2

Objective:

ro acq1.1alnt the st1.1dent with the r1.1les and procedures associated with
Writer's Workshop.
Materials:
"date stamp
'writing folder
'vario1.1s examples of writing paper
'storage crate with hanging folders
'timer

Introduction:
fhe tools Usted 1.inder materials are essential to the everyday ro1Atine of
Writer's Workshop.

Procedtires:
I. Gather the st1.1dents together on the floor, saying that It Is time for Writer's
Workshop.

::1.

rell them that Writer's Workshop Is a time set aside daily for them to practice

their writing,
3. 5how them their writing folders. Explaln that this is where they will keep their
stories that they are working on, f>olnt 01At that the alphabet strip on the front
of the folder can be 1Ased as a tool for their writing, It can help them when
they are uns1.1re how to form a letter correctly.
ct. Explain to the students that as beginning writers they might 1.ise a pict1.1re to
tel\ a story. Show the st1.1dents vario1.1s types of paper that they rnay choose
frorn to use In their writing,
5. 5how the students the date starnp. Explain that when they finish their story
they need to starnp the date of cornp\e.tlon on the front of their paper
before starting a new one.

q

6. 5,-.ow the st\ddents the storage crate with "anging folders. Point o\dt to the
st\ddents that eac" of them has a hanging folder with their name on It.
Explaln to them that this is where they wfll store their finished stories after
t"ey have date stamped them.
7. fell the stLidents t"at It Is tune for LIS to begin oLir first writing tune. 5how
t"em the tuner. fell them that It Is important when we begin writing that
everyone has tune to t"ink and write on their own. fell them that yol! wfll set
the tuner for five min Lites. DLiring t"is five min Lites, there is to be little/no
talking.
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Writer's Workshop
lesson :Jl::J.
Mini-lesson (fopic-labeling)

Essential Academic Leaming Req1.liren,ent:Writing l.l, 1.;2
Objective:
f o instruct the students on the components of labeling their picture
stories.

Materials:
'whiteboard or chalkboard
"various writing utenS11s

Introd11Ction:
Mini-lessons are three to five minutes given to the whole group and cover
a variety of topics necessary for growth in the area of writing. Examples of
some topics are as follows: labeling, punctuation, capltaUz.ation, authors,
mustrators, types of stories, etc.

Proced11res:
I.

Gather the students together on the floor, saying that it ls tln,e for Writer's
Workshop.
:2. r ell them that there are four steps in the writing process. First, you begin by
thinking of many different things that they could write about. fhe teacher
models this by tninklng aloud various topics that she could write about.
3. r ell the students that the second step In Write.r's Workshop ls to choose
which of these topics they would like to write about. fhe teacher models this
by choosing one of her own topics.
,.1, r ell the students that now is the time to tell about their story through
drawings. fhe teacher models this procedure by drawing on the chalkboard
as she tells her story.
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5. When the story and drawings are complete, It Is now time to label the
picture. fell the students that you are going to write the name of the
objects beside them in the picture. fhe teacher proceeds to model this
technique on the chalkboard. Labeling the objects in her picture slowly and
aloud, being careful to spell the words phonetically and not necessarny
correctly. fhe teacher may encourage the students to participate in
choosing which letters are needed to represent the sounds heard when
saying each word.
6. Review the steps to writing with the chffdren. fhink, choose, draw, and label.
--- --5end the chfldren bock to their desk to begin practicing the writing process
Independently. Remind them that the first five minutes of writing is always
done without talking, as everyone needs tune to think. 5et the timer and let
them begin. Walk around the room to monitor and discuss individually with
eachchKd.

1:2

Writer's Workshop
Lesson #3
Mini-lesson (fopic.... Finger spacing between words)
£:;sent/al Academic Leaming Requlretnents: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:

ro instn,ct the st1.tdents in the techniqLte of placing "finger spaces"
between words.
Material:$:
'whiteboard or chalkboard
"varioLts writing Lttensils

IntrodCJCtion:
Mini-lessons are three to five min1.1te lessons given to the. whole gro1.1p and
cover a variety of topics necessary for growth in the are.a of writing. fhe topic
of "finger spacing" is fundamental for children when transferring from a
contin1.101.1s string of letters to traditional sentence strllCh,re.

Procedwe:
Gather st1.1dents together on the floor, saying that It is time for Write.r's
Workshop.
:2. rell them that today we are going to leam how to p1.1t "finger spaces"
between words. Be.gin by q1.1ickly going throLtgh the be.ginning steps of
writing: think, choose., draw, and label
3. Using the chalkboard, mode.I for the. st1.1de.nts these. writing steps. When yo1.1
finish, state to the st1.1dents that you wish to write. two sentences about yo1.1r
pict1.1re. Explain that a sentence is a group of words that tell abo1.1t
something. 51owly and a1.1dlbly write yo1.1r sentences on the board. Do NOf
p1.1t any finger spaces In yoltr first sentence. In your second sentence be.
care.fl.II to stop between each word and place a finger be.side the word
before going on to the next.
t.l. Ask the stttdents if they can see a difference between the two sentences.
rake answers from the stttdents and respond accordingly. 5tress to the
I.
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st1.idents the importance of leaving spaces between words in order for the
reader or a1.idience of the text to best comprehend the a1.ithor's Intentions.
5. Have the st1.idents begin practicing this skfil while working Independently on
their own story.

let

Writer's Workshop
lesson #l(
Mini-lesson (fopic,.,Publishing)
Essential Acaden,ic Learning Requirements: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
"fo instn,ct the st1.idents on components needed to be met before
pi.,blishing can occur.

Materials:
'editing checklist (seep. 17)
'sample of writing

Introduction:
Mini-lessons ore three. to five. mini.,te lessons given to the whole. groi.,p and
cover a variety of topics necessary for growth in the area of writing. Pi.iblishing
is a time for celebration of the st1.idents work. However, the.re. are some
reqi.,iretnents that mi.,st be met before pi.,blishing can occ1.ir. ~eep in mind that
not all work has to reach the pi.,blishing stage.

Procedures:
I.

Gather the sti.,dents together on the floor, saying that It is time for Writer's
Workshop.
:2. "fell them that today we are going to learn how to get 01.ir stories pi.,blishe.d.
Explain to the st1.idents that pi.,bUshing means taking the time to make some
necessary corrections on 01.ir stories. If available, show the st1.idents and
example of previoi.,s sti.,dent•s pi.,blisned work. Point 01.it to the sti.,dents the
nicely typed print and attractive binding. Explain that his is ji.,st one of many
ways that their stories coi.,ld be pi.ibllshed.
3. Re.state to the st1.idents that pi.,blishing a story takes a commitment on their
part to make necessary changes in their stories. Explain that not all of their
stories have to make it to the pi.,blishing stage, as It is their choice.
11. Introdi.,ce the Editing Checklist (see form on p. 17). Go over the steps of the
checklist item, by item, giving examples of each article. It might be
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advantageous to spread these steps out over a period of two or three. days,
so as not to overwhelm the. students.
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Editing Checklist
(Adapted from Bobby Fisher, 1998)

Re.ad yo1.1r story to yo1.1rse.lf. Does it make sense? _ _
Re.ad yo1.1r story to a friend. Do they think it makes sense?
'fitle: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dedicated to: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What kind of story is it? Check one.
•
•
•
•

Narrative_
Fact1.1al_
Pattern_
Other_

Check yo1.1r story for the f o\lowing items:
•
•
•
•
•

Did I
Did I
Did I
Did I
Did I

capitalize "I"_
1.1se p1.1nch.iation _
capitolize. the title _
capitalize. important names_
spell the core words correctly_
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Writer's Workshop
Lesson #5
Al.lthor's Chair
Essential Academic Leaming Requirements: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
r o introd1.1ce the students to the activity of A1.1thor's Chair, sometimes
referred to as A1.1thor's 5hare.

Materials:
•a special chair or stool designated as the A1.1thor's Chair

Introduetion:
A1.1thor's Chair is a time for st1.1dents to celebrate and share their
accomplishment wlth their peers. It is, also, a time in which they can receive
feedback in the form of cornpUrnents or constr1.1ctive criticism.

Proced1.1res:
I. Have the st1.1dents bring their writing and gather together in front of the
A1.1thor's Chair. Explain that this is part of Writer's Workshop that is set aside
for thetn to share their writing wlth the w/lole class. fheir classmates will be
allowed to ask q1.1estions abo1.1t their writing, as well as give cotnpUments.
::J. Explain how important lt is to be respectf1.1I of one another's' feelings and to
be exceptionally good listeners. rake a st1.1dent vol1.1nteer who wlsnes to
share their writing and have them sit in the Author's Chair while they read.
3. When the st1.1dent has finished reading his/her story, allow the st1.1dents in the
a1.1dience to ask q1.1estions or give cotnpUrnents. Limiting the amo1.1nt of
q1.1estlons to t/lree is 1.1s1.1ally necessary for times sake.
1./. ln the beginning, the teacher 1nav have to model various tvpes of questions.
file teacher can be a highlv effective 1nodel when It co1nes to teaching
valuable questioning techniques. ln addition, the teacher serves as a buffer
for anv negative critic/Sin that could occur.
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What are
Journals?
fhere are a ntJtnber of different writing jotJmals that
a teacher can appfy in her cla.ssrootn. DialogtJe
jotJrnals, titerattJre response jotJrnals, and teaming
logs are JtJst a few of those being tJsed. In the
following lessons, I will detnonstrate how to tJtilize
five tJniqtJe types of JotJrnals in a kindergarten
cfa.ssrootn.

• Dic:1logt1e Jot1rnals
• Weekend Jot1rnals
• literatt1re Response Journals
• learning logs
• 1hernatic. Journals

Journals
lesson #I
Weekend Journo\s
Essential Acade1nic Leaming Requlre1nents: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
file stL1dent wm learn how to L1tilize a weekend JoL1mal.

Materials:
'a notebook for every c.hild
'a large piec.e of writing paper
'markers

Introd1JCtion:
Weekend Jollrnals give. the c.hild a time wile.re. they are. able to refle.c.t
bac.k on events that happened to them over the weekend and write abol.lt
them. lt's an easy task for most stL1dents be.c.allse the topic. has already been
determined. It, also, allows the c.hild to look bac.k over the c.0L1rse of the year to
see their personal growth as a writer.

Procedures:
I.

:2.

3.

i.l.

5.

Have the stllde.nts gather in front of the chalkboard. Hang a large piece of
writing paper on the board.
Ask the c.hfldre.n to share sol'tle. of the things they did this weekend. rake
sotne responses from the stL1dents and then shore some.thing of interest that
yoll did this weekend.
Explain to the children that yoll are going to write down sotne. the things that
yoll did this weekend in yol.lr We.e.ke.nd JoL1rnal. Mode.I for the stL1dents L1sing
the large piece of writing paper and o marker. Be sL1re to say each word
olol.ld as vol.I write.
Explain to the stl.lde.nts that e.ac.h of them Is going to keep a similar jol.lrnal at
their desk. Every Monday they wm re.cord their activities for the week in this
Jollrnal.
5how the stL1dents how to place today's date at the corner of their page.
Explain that It is important for keeping track of how they have. grown as
writers.
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Journals
lesson #J.
learning logs
Essential Academic Learning Req11iretnents: Writing I.I, 1..:2
Objective:
'fhe student will learn how to utftize a learning log in conjunction with a
given curriculu11i.

Materials:
'a notebook for every child
'a large piece of writing paper
*11iarker

Introd11Ction:
Learning logs are used with a variety of curricular subJects, sueh as 1110th,
science, social studies, etc. In these Journals the student 15 often asked to
respond to a particular question posed by the teacher. For exa11iple: Write in
your Journal how you would solve today's 11iath proble111 of the day. Over ti11ie,
the topics of the journals are left up to the student. 'fhe teacher 11ierely asks
that the student write about so11iething that they have learned about today.

Proced11res:
I. Have the students gather in front of the chalkboard. Hang a large piece of
writing paper on the board. 'fell the students that today they are going to be
hearing about Learning Logs. Ask the students to 11iake guesses as to what
they feel 11iakes up a Learning Log.
:2. Ask the students to share so11ie of the things that they learned about today.
'fake so11ie responses fro111 the students. A5 the students respond, write
down their answers on a large piece of paper.
3, Read back to the students the things that they nave said. Explain to the11i
that this kind of writing can be done daily in a notebook called a Learning
Log.
LI. Explain to the students that each of the11115 going to keep a similar learning
Log at ttieir desk. Every afternoon they wm record in their Learning Log
so11iething that they have learned about today. Explain that so11ie days you
11iay give the111 a topic to write about, but 11iost of ttie tune it will be selfselected.
5. 5how the students how to place today's date at the corner of their page.
Explain ttiat this is vital for keeping track of how they grow as writers.

Journals
lesson #3
Dia\ogue Journals
Essential Academic Leaming Requirements: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
fhe st1.1dent will learn how to 1.1tiUze a Dialog1.1e Jo1.1rnal.

('1aterials:
'a notebook for every child
'a large piece of writing paper
'a marker

Introduction:
Dialog1.1e Jownals are 1.1sed as written form of comm1.1nication between
teacher and st1.1dent. In addition, they serve as an indivld1.1c:1Uzed modeUng tool
for the teacher to 1.1:;e with each st1.1dent. F1.1rthermore, it allows both the
teacher and st1.1dent to reflect back at his or her growth as a writer.

Procedures:
Have the st1.1dents gather in front of the chalkboard. Hang a large piece of
writing paper on the board. 'fell the st1.1dents that today they are going to be
learning abo1.1t Dlalog1.1e Jo1.1mals. Ask the st1.1dents to make g1.1esses as to
what they feel makes I.IP a Dialog1.1e Jo1.1rnal.
::i. 'fell the st1.1dents that a Dlalog1.1e Jo1.1rnal is 1.1sed Uke a telephone
conversation between them and the teacher. In thlsjo1.1mal, they may
share anything that they wish the teacher to know. Once a week, the
teacher wm collect their jo1.1mals, read them and write a message back to
them. Ask the st1.1dents to name some of the things that they co1.1ld write
abo1.1t in their Dialog1.1e Jo1.1mals. List these on the writing paper. Dlsc1.1ss why
it might be important to have Dialog1.1e Jo1.1mals in school.
3. Explain to the st1.1dents that each of them is going to keep a jo1.1rnal at their
desk. fhey may write in these jo1.1mals thro1.1gho1.1t the week, whenever time
permits. Make s1.1re that st1.1dents 1.inderstand that yo1.1 will be responding only
once a week.
'-l. f o be.st manage the amo1.1nt of time. needed to respond to these jo1.1rnals,
set a goal of answering five Jo1.1mals a night. Another time management tip
wo1.1ld be to color-code the Jo1.1mals and have a certain color t1.1rn in their
Jo1.1mals on a certain day every week. For example, the. red gro1.1p wo1.1ld
always t1.1m in their Jo1.1rnals on Monday, the bl1.1e gro1.1p on 'f1.1esday, the green
gro1.1p on Wednesday, and so on.
I.

Jolrrnals
lesson #1-t
literary Response Journals
Essential Academic Learning l?eq1ire1nents: Writing I.I, I.J
Objective:
fhe sh,dent wm learn how to lltilize a Literary Response Jollrnal as a
Sllpple111ental tool of the reglllar Reading Cl.lrricl.lllll11.

Materials:
'a Literary Response Jol.lrnal for each stl.ldent
'overhead version of stl.ldent Jol.lrnal page (see p. ::1<1)
'an overhead 111c:1rker
'c:1hy read alol.ld story

IntrodtJC tion:
Literary Response Jollrnals, also known as Reading Response Jownals, are
llsed as a Sllpple111ental tool with the regl.llar Reading cl.lrricllllll'n.

Procedtires:
I.

Read a story alolld to the class. Briefly discl.lss the story. Explain to the
stl.ldents that we are going to write down so111e of the infor111ation that we
received from the story in what is called a Reading Response Jollrnal.
:2. Pl.It the overhead version of the stl.ldent's Jollrnal page on the screen (see p.
::11.!) fake the stl.ldents throl.lgh the steps on the page, lten, by Item.
Recording the infor111atlon from the story previollsly read.
3. fell the stl.ldent that each of then, will have their very own Jollrnal to keep at
their desks. Every day the students wm be responsible for reading a story of
their choice on their own time and recording the necessary infor111atlon in
their Jol.lrnals.

Reading Response Journal
Name of the book._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Author _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How many pages were in this book? _ _ _ _ _ __
Was this book:
A HoUday book

A Just Right Book

fell me something about this book:

Draw a picture from the. story.

A Challenge Book

Journals
lesson #5
1hen,atic. Journal (topic.-p\ants)
Essential Acadetnic Learning Requiretnents: Writing I.I, 1.:i
Objective:
fhe shident will learn how to l.!ti\ize a Plant Jol.!rnal as a recording tool for
logging plant growth.

Materials:
'A Plant Jol.!rnal for everv stl.!dent
'an overhead version of stl.!dent jol.!rnal page (see page :26)
'an overhead n,arker
'a bean plant for everv stl.!dent to ob5erve

lntrodLtCtion:
fhen,atic Jol.!rnals can be l.!sed with a varietv of topics. I have cho5en to
nll.!strate their l.!Se as a Sl.!pplen,ental tool in a plant l.!nit.

Proced1.tres:
I.

Allow each stl.!dent in the class to plant their own bean in a Cl.Ip and talk
abol.!t the attribl.!tes that help a plant to grow.
:2. Inforn, the stl.!dents that thev will be keeping a written record of their plants
growth in a jol.!rnal.
3. Place the overhead version of the stl.!dents' jol.!rnal on the screen. Give the
stl.!dents a n,on,ent to stl.!dV their plants and then ask for Sl.!ggestions on
what plant activitv thev n,ight record in their Jol.!rnals. Record the stl.!dents'
responses on the overhead.
ll. Give each stl.!dent their own plant jol.!rnal and explain that sl.!ch jol.!rnal
entries will be a dailv exerci5e and will help to scientificallv docl.!n,ent their
own plant's growth.

Plant Journals

Name: ___
Day_

Date _ _ _ __

Day_

Date _ _ _ __

Day_

Date _ _ _ __

Day_

Date _ _ _ __

_____
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What is
Partner Writing?
Partner writing c.an be done between peers or
with multi-age students. Having students work with
one another in either situation c.an be powerful.
Children are great motivators of one another's work.
In the f o\\owing pages, you will find five lesson p\ans
that call for partner involvement in the writing
process.

• 5hared Writing,.. across grades
• .Shrinking .Stories
• .Stories in a Box
• Question of the Day
ID Frame by Frame

'J.7

Partner Writing
Lesson #I
.Stories in a Box
Essential Academic Leaming Requirernent:s: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
fhe student wfll work with o partner to compose o story based on objects
In a box.

Material:s:
*shoe- box fffled with miscellaneous small obJects. (examples: shoe, photo,
medal, ribbon, etc.)
•writing paper for each pair of students

Introd1JCtlon:
Partners wm work together to brainstorm, select, and create a story using
the various Items In the shoebox as cues for ideas.

Proced1.1re:s:
I. Pair up students In the classroom.
:2. Inform the students that today they ore going to be story detectives. 5how
them the box.
3. fell the students that in this box Is o story Just waiting to be discovered. It Is
up to each group of students to discover what that story may be.
Lf. Explain to the students that in the box they wffl find Items, which represent
clues to the story. fhey are to carefully examine the Items of the box and
brainstorm about the possibfflties of what stories could be told.
5. Once they have generated a Ust of possibfflties, they ore to choose one of
them and create a story from this idea together.
6. I.Jpon completion of this task, students ore encouraged to shore their stories
with their peers and compare the sirnffarlties and differences found in their
stories.
Note: I have foi,nd that this lesson works best with older buddies, as they are
more confident writers than kinderkids. P/1.ts, older students have the concept
of parts of stories, s1.teh as beginning, middle, and endings.

Portner Writing
lesson #'J.
Question of the Day
Essential Academic Leaming Reqttiretnents: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
.Students will work with a partner to solve a posed question and write
about the proble,n solving process.

Materials:
'writing ll'laterial for the students
'easel or chalkboard
•graph paper (optional)

Introduction:
Partners will work together to proble,n solve a question posed by the
teacher, u5ing writing as a tool for asseSSll'lent. 1he question may consist of
ll'lathe,natlcal, scientific, or other curricular areas of interest.

Proced1Jres:
I. Pair up the students in the classroo,n.
:2. Write the question of the day on the board. Briefly explain Its properties.

rell the students that they will be working with their partner to find a solution
to the proble,n, fhey are to write their answer on the paper and then
explain on paper how they were able to solve the problell'l.
!.I, Upon co,npletion of the assignll'lent, encourage the students to share their
answers with their peers and discuss the various methods used to solve the
probletn. Write the different tnethods on the board.
5. As an extension to the activity, the teacher could graph the various ,nethods
of proble,ns to show the,n tnost popular and, perhaps, tnost unusual ll'leans
of problem solving.
3.

Partner Writing
lesson #3
Frame by Frame
Essential Academic Leaming Req!Jrements: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
5tudents will work with a partner to create a story set to the visual
frames of a child's filmstrip.

Materials:
•writing rnaterial for the students
'filmstrip without subtitles
'film projector

IntroduCtion:
Partners will work together to create a story that follows the visual
frames of a child's filmstrip. fhe key is to find a filmstrip where the actual story
line is unknown to the students. 1he teacher runs the film for the students, being
careful to stop on each frame long enough for the pairs to write their own
version of the dialogue or action.

Procedures:
I. Pair up the students in the classroom.
:2. r ell the students that today they are going to watch a film, but you're not
going to tt.irn on the sot.ind. In fact, yot.i're not even going to tell them what
the film is abot.it.
3. r ell the students that they wfll decide what the story Is about and what the
characters are saying, Just by looking at the pictures.
tl. Begin r1.1nning the film, stop on each individ1.1al frame and allow the partners
adeq1.1ate time to disc1.1ss and write what they think Is happening in the
plct1.1re. Enco1.1rage the st1.1dents to write dialogt.ie as well.
5. Contin1.1e on in this manner until the film is complete.
6. llpon completion of the activity begin the film again, b1.1t this time allow
vol1.1nteer pairs to read their created stories as the film frame progresses.
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Partner Writing
Lesson #\J
5hrinking 5tories
E~ntial Academic Learning Requirements: Writing I.I, l.:t
Objective:
5t1.1dents will work with a partner to create a narrative story abo1.1t the
advent1.1res of being shr1.1nk.

Materials:
'fl.Ill body pict1.1res of each child to be c1.1t out
'writing paper
'drawing materials
'varlo1.1s old rnagazines

Introduction:
Partners will work together to create a story abo1.1t the advent1.1res of
being shrunk. file students will cut out their pict1.1res and place thern next to old
magazine cutouts to create the illusion that they have been shrLtnk.

Procedures:
I.

:2.

3.

lf.

5.

Pair up the students in the classroom.
1ell the stLtdents that they will be creating a narrative story about what Ufe
woLtld be like If they were to be shrunk. 5/low then, an exan-,ple of one of the
stLtdent's pictures placed next to a life size-replica of something they wo1.1ld
see everyday, such as a spoon, phone, etc.
Have the students cut out their pictures and then search throLtgh old
magazines for pictures that they wish to use In their story. Glue them both
onto a construction paper cover.
Have the students' bralnstorrn about what kinds of trouble they might
encounter if they were really this uttle In size and write a story about their
adventures.
llpon completion encourage the students to share their stories with their
peers.

Adopted Iron, Mcllbox Magazine, vol 17, no. J
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Partner Writing
lesson #5
5hared Writing Across the Grades
Essential Academic Leaming Req,liretnents: Writing I.I, l.~
Objective:
5ti,dent will work with a partner from a different class and grade level.

Materials:
'writing paper

Introd11Ction:
fhe sti,dents wHI partner i,p with a stlldent from an i,pper grade. For
e>cample, kindergarten sti,dents with a third grade. sti,dent.

Proced1.tres:
1. f eachers from both grades work together to create. favorable matches
between sti,de.nts.
::1. f e.11 the. sti,de.nts that today they wm be working together to create. a story.
f e.11 them each of them has strengths as a writer and that together they can
learn from one. another. Assign a topic, si,ch as "My Most \Jnforgettable.
Vacation."
3. Have. the sti,de.nts begin brainstorming and writing aboi,t the.Ir topics.
ll. \Jpon completion of their projects, e.ncoi,rage the. sti,dents to shore. their
stories with the. class. In addition, yoi, may ask the sti,dents if they woi,ld Uke.
to shore what new skills they may hove. learned from working with one.
another.

What is
Parental Involvement?
Getting parents involved in the edtication of their
children is one of this country's national goals. Many
parents do not even realize the degree of infltience
that they actually have on the success of their child's
education. 1he foUowing five lesson plans are
designed to involve the parents in the writing
process.

• Newsbook
• Fatnily Acrostics
• Fatnily Book Review
• Writer's Briefcase
• Critter Z.oo

(
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Parental Involvement
lesson #I
Writer's Briefcase
c~ntlal Academic Leaming Requirements: Writing I.I, l.:l
Objective:
.Student wm work with members of hi;;/her famtty to create an original
story.

Materials:
'briefcase
'list of supplies (see pg. 35)
'list of suggestions for getting started (see pg. 36)
'letter to parents (see pg, 37)
'various supplies named on list

lntrodl.lC tion:
fhe Writer's Briefcase ls designed as a tool for parents and chftdren to
interact in the area of writing.

Proced1.tres:
I. Present the idea of the Writer's Briefcase to parents and students at Open
House Night or in the beginning of the school year at parent-teacher
conferences. fhis will allow the parents an opportunity to ask questions.
.State that this is a famfty project and although the roles family members will
play in the creation of the story may vary, each member of the famRy is
important in making the story a success.
:l. .Select on child every weekend to take the briefcase home. fhe student is
instructed to create an original story with Ms/her fan,ily. Explain that inside
the briefcase are all the necessary items that they may need for story
production.
3. fhe student Is to return both briefcase and story on Monday. 1he student wRI
then share his story with the class, while questions and cornplilnents of his
peers are encouraged.

Writer's Briefcase
1he f ol\owing is a Ust of suppUes that are provided
for your convenience. Please take the time to make
sure that a\\ supplies are returned to the backpack
prior to returning it to school. 1hank you, as your
cooperation is greatly appreciated.
• lined and unlined paper
• Constrl.lC tion paper
• Colored pencils
• 5clssors
• Eraser
• (:2) pencils
• Crayons
e Markers
• .Stapler
• Hole Punch
• Brass Fasteners

• fape
o Ruler

• 5harpener
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5uggestions
for
Getting 5tarted
~·=*-·4~:1i:4~:1i:4~·=*-·4
.
.. .
.. .
.. .
..
I. fake time to discuss or "brainstorm" ideas to
write about. As a family, se\ec.t an idea.
J. Before writing, talk the story through. Decide
where the story wiU take p\ac.e, who the
characters will be, and how the story win end.
3. Decide who will be responsible for each part
of writing the story. 5ome of the jobs c.ot,ld
be:
• Writing parts or a\\ of the story
• Chee.king for incorrect spelling and errors.
• Drawing the pictures.
• Designing and dee.orating the cover.
• Making a tit\e page.
I.(, Your child will have an opportunity to share
his/her story with their classmates upon its
completion.
5. ENJOY AND HAVE FON WR!fINGf
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Writer's Briefcase
Directions for Parents/Child
fhis is our class' Writer's Briefcase. Inside you will find
paper, pencils, pens, and some alphabet rnodels, and
envelopes. We know kids need to play at writing before
they can write on their own. Maybe your child will be
interested only in p\ayf ul "scribble" writing at first; that's
okay. 5orne children seem motivated to write their own
narnes, f arnily rnernber's names, stories, and sornetirnes
peers' narnes. I want kids to like this take-horne project, so
be sure to let the child decide what kind of writing he/she
does. Encourage yo1.1r child to listen for so1.1nds of letters
they hear and write those letters down on paper to spell the
words(s).
Have yo1.1r child ret1.1rn the briefcase and the writing to
school within :i days, so we can celebrate the work!!
f>.5. If you have some interesting and fun writing materials to add to
the briefcase, feel free to add to the fun!

fhank yo1.1,
Mrs. Brennan
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Parental Involvement
lesson #'J.
Critter Zoo
Essential Academic Leaming Reql.liretnents: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
5ti,dent will work with members of his/her family to create jol.lmal entry.

Materials:
'varioi,s stwfed animals
'spiral notebook for each animal
'pencil

Introduction:
fhe student is allowed to check out varioi,s animals and joi,mals from the
"Critter Zoo", to take home, play with, and write a joi,rnal entry regarding the
animal with the aid of family.

Procedttres:
\.

Present to the students the various animals available for check-01,t and their
accompanying Journals.
::2. Everyday take one of these animal and their corresponding Journal and
model for the students a Journal entry. fell the students that in their entry
they can share the adventi,res that they may have had with the animal, real
or make-believe.
3. Explain to the sti,dents that beginning writers can use pic.ti,res to tel\ stories
and can have an adi,lt or older sibling he.Ip with the actual writing.
'-1. 5tude.nts are encouraged to share the new journal entries that they may
prodi,ce..

{
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Parental Involvement
lesson #3
Family Book Re.view
Essential Academic Learning Req1.irements: Writing I.I, l.:l
Objective:
5t1Jdent will work witn nienibers of nis/ner faniily to crltiq:1Je and review
new additions to tne classroon, library.

Materials:
'vario1Js new books
'book review forn, (see pg. 3q)

Introdttetion:
fne st1Jdent works with nienibers of his/her fan,i\y to crltiq:1Je new books
for tne classroon, library. fhe st1Jdent is asked to read tne book with his/ner
fanii\y, decide on how tne new book rates, and coniplete an attacned book
review forni.

Procedures:
I.

Explain to the st1Jdents that yolJ feel that it is !niportant that they have an
opinion abo1Jt the type and q:1Jallty of books that are placed in the classroon,
library. fell the st1Jdents that whenever a new book is received by yolJ that a
st1Jdent and his/ner fan,Hy will be cnosen to review the new book and give
tneir opinion.
J. Model tllis activity for tile st1Jdents by first reading a new book to tne class.
5econdly, disc1Jss and conie to a consens1Js as a class wnat rating the book
sho1Jld receive. Finally, coniplete tile book review form togetner. f ape to
tile cover of the book tile n1Jmber of stars it received. fhis will lead st1Jdents
to favorite picks in tile library.
3. Wile.never a new book is received, assign a st1Jdent and her family to review
the book. file st1Jdent is tllen asked to share tile review witn the class 1Jpon
its completion.

Fami\y Book Review

Name of the Book: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A1.1thor: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What did vo1.1 like abo1.1t this book?

Wo1.1ld vo1.1 recommend this book to a classmate?
YE5
NO
What wo1.1ld vo1.1 rate this book?
Color in the omo1.1nt of starts vo1.1 chose.
5 stars = Excellent
l.f stars= Very Good
3 stars = Good
::/ stars = Okay
I star = Not so Good
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Parental Involvement
lesson #I.(
Family Acrostics
Essential Acadetnic Leaming Req1iretnent:s: Writing 1.1, l.:2
Objective:
5tLtdent wm work with members of his/her family to create an original
famny acrostic Ltsing their last name.

f"laterlal:s:
'writing paper
'pencns
'crayons

Introduction:
After having introdLtced the writing style of making an acrostic, stLtdents
wm be asked to generate with members of their famny an acrostic of their own
Ltsing their famRy's last name.

Procedures:
I.

Model for the stLtdents how to make an acrostic by Ltsing yoLtr own last
name. For example:
~rings a smne to school.
Reads lots of books.
fnjoys teaching kindergartners.
Never discoLtrages a child to explore.
Never allows a child to be Ltnkind to others.
Always tries to make a chnd laLtgh.
Never takes no for an answer.
:2. Have the stLtdents practice the techniqLte again with yoLt, Ltsing one of the
stLtdent's last names.
3. r ell the stLtdents that tonight they are to sit down with their family and
together create an acrostic with their last name.
4. Have the stl!dents retLtrn their finished prodl!cts to school and share them
with their peers.

Parental Involvement
lesson #5
Newsbook
Essential Acade1nic Learning Req1.1irements: Writing I.I, 1.:2
Objective:
5tudents and parents will correspond with one another on a weekly basis
in what is called a newsbook.

Materials:
'spiral notebook for each student
'large piece of writing paper
'marker

Introdl.iC tion:
5h,dents will write a weekly letter to their parents in their notebook telling
of the weekly activities that have taken place at school. Parents are
encouraged to write a positive message back to their child In the notebook for
them to read. In doing this, the parent will become an active and important
writing role model for their child.

Proced1.1res:
I.

:1.

3.

'-1.
5.
6.

fhe newsbook can begin the first week of school. In the beginning, the
teacher models the process of letter writing for the students using large
writing paper and a marker.
fhe teacher begins by showing how the date Is used to keep record of when
things were written.
fhe teacher models how to greet someone In a letter. For example: DEAR
MOM AND DAD,
fhe teacher then asks the students to list some of the things that they have
experienced this week. fhe teacher slowly writes these various items down
on paper, while saying each word aloud.
Lastly, the teacher models how to close a letter appropriately.
fhe first week that the newsbook goes home, it is important that the teacher
attach a brief note to the parents listing the Intentions of the project and
Invite any qllestions they may have of their responsibilities. 5tress the
importance of their participation and the return of the notebook weekly.

(

Resources
KinderKomer
www.kinderkorner.com
Great.Source for r eachers
www.Greatsource.com
Carol Hurst's Children's literature
www.carolhurst.com

(

.Scholastic., Inc.
P.O. box 7q7
Jefferson City, MO 65IOJ
l-800-3J 5-614q
www.scholastic.com
Mailbox Magazine
P.O. Box 360
York, ME 03qoq-0360
l-800-q88-q81J
International Reoding Association (IRA)
fhe Reading reacher
800 Barksdale Road
P.O. box 813q
Newark, DE 1q714
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Chapter Five
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
Children learn to write by writing. Writing is a constructive and highly effective
means of communication. As educators, we need to teach writing skills and to provide
time daily for our students to practice writing. Tue project was developed with the intent
that it would assist kindergarten teachers in the content area of writing. After an extensive
literature search was conducted in the area of children and their development as writers,
the author found that there were four notable areas of interest that kept reappearing as
effective means for teaching writing. These four areas are as follows: Writer's Workshop,
Journals, Partner Writing, and Parental Involvement. Further literature regarding each of
the aforementioned content areas was reviewed and subsequently five lesson plans for
each topic were developed.

Conclusions
Tue lesson plans selected to represent each of the previously mentioned content
areas were chosen based on their seemingly effective use in teaching writing. Although
scientific data were not available to substantiate and/or reflect the degree to which each
technique could be called successful, documentation of testimonials and/or
recommendations from classroom teachers regarding these teaching strategies were
discovered. In addition, the author's personal experience as a kindergarten teacher played
an important role in determining which lesson plans were to be chosen.
Prior to the completion of the final project, the author was able to attend a Bureau
of Educational Research Conference in Seattle, Washington. The topic of the conference
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dealt with the acquisition of reading and writing in a kindergarten and/or first grade
classroom. The speaker was a teacher who had the opportunity to teach in New Zealand
for one year under the supervision of a Master Teacher. New Zealand is one of the
world's top three most literate countries. Attending this particular conference helped the
author to reaffirm the successfulness of many of the activities currently presented in the
project. In addition, the author learned about many new teaching techniques that would
complement her project.
Recommendations
The lesson plans in the project were designed with Zillah School District (WA)
kindergarten full-day students in mind and may not be appropriate for other grades or
districts. However, it is the author's intent that the lessons should be adaptable to other
grades, as well as to serve as models for any additional lessons to be created.
It is the intent of the author that the first three lesson plans found in the area of
Writer's Workshop be used in succession with one another in order to create a healthy
classroom environment for writing, as well as to constrnct a good foundation for future
classroom management. With the exception of these few, all other lessons may stand on
their own merits and be taught according to teacher need or preference.
It is the recommendation of the author that Writer's Workshop be done on a daily
basis. This not only guarantees the student daily writing practice, but also allows the
student to become comfortable with the writing process.
Lastly, it is the recommendation of the author that the users of the handbook not
feel it necessary to implement all of the lessons at once. It may be wise to select a few
favorites to master first, while transitioning to the others later.
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